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An Invitation To You:
Feel Free To Give or Share This eBook
with ANYONE Who Wants to Learn
How-To Cruise Free!
However, you may not claim ownership of it, or change or modify it. If
you give it away or share it you may not make any changes to it. You
may not sell this work. (Note: To find out how to get free resell rights to
this work e-mail me – Daniel@SpeakersCruiseFree.com .)
Limits of Liability / Disclaimer of Warranty
The Authors and Publishers of this information have made their best effort to provide a high quality, informative book.
No representations or warranties of any kind are made with regard to the accuracy, applicability, fitness or
completeness of the contents of this book.
The Authors and Publishers accept no liability of any kind for any losses or damages caused, or alleged to be caused,
directly or indirectly, from using the information contained in this book.
The Authors and Publishers disclaim any warranties (expressed or implied), merchantability, or fitness for any
particular purpose.
As always, the advice of a competent, tax, accounting or other professional should be sought. The Authors and
Publishers do not warrant the performance, effectiveness, or applicability of any sites or methods listed in this book.
All links are for information purposes only and are not warranted for content, accuracy, or any other implied or explicit
purpose.
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Hi There,
I’m excited for you! Because this special report is designed
to reveal the real, honest-to-goodness, no bull, opportunity to
cruise free.
This is not some pie-in-the-sky deal. Real people all over the
world are cruising free by using little known onboard enrichment
programs established by many cruise lines.
It’s an exciting opportunity because many cruise lines have
what are known as enrichment programs which are onboard
“edutainment” programs that literally provide those that do the
edutainment with the opportunity to cruise free.
In this special report you’ll learn what enrichment programs
are, which cruise lines have them, what cruise lines look for in
people participating in these programs, and how you can plug-in
and exploit this opportunity to get free cruises for yourself and a
travel companion.
Ready?
Let’s get started…
Very truly yours,
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Enrichment
Programs: What
They Are and Why
They Exist
Generally speaking,
enrichment programs are
onboard activities, events,
lectures and seminars designed
to enrich or add value to the
cruise experience of passengers.
That is, these programs are there
to make the cruise experience
better in some way.
Cruise lines have
enrichment programs because
they are very interested in
keeping their passengers happy.
This is easier to accomplish
while the ship is in port because
obviously passengers have lots
of activities and lots of choices to have fun when they’re in port.
They can get off the ship and take the various shore excursions and
Order the entire “Speak on Cruise Ships” Program
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spend their time exactly the way that they want to in these
destinations. Alternatively, they can stay onboard and take
advantage of the amenities in an un-crowded, un-hurried
environment.
However, it is more difficult to keep passengers happy while
at sea because they obviously can’t access shore-side activities and
the ship is necessarily more occupied (or even crowded during
high season). Passengers are, for all intents and purposes, captives.
Consequently, the cruise lines will offer all sorts of really neat
activities and edutainment programs on sea days. In so doing, they
are trying to give passengers as many different choices and
alternatives as they can. In the eyes of the cruise line (based on
onboard passenger surveys) more choices equals more passenger
satisfaction.
And here’s the kicker: The great thing about that is that many
of these activities are staffed by, guess who? Other passengers!
You, me and other otherwise average people with something
interesting or entertaining to say or do. The trick is breaking in. I
explain exactly how to in my Speak On Cruise Ships program.
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The Opportunity For You
Let me tell you more about this very attractive deal.
Benefit #1: Free Cruise
In exchange for furnishing three or four one-hour classes
during a seven-day cruise, onboard enrichment people get a free
cruise.
Can you imagine?
You give up three to four hours of your time during a sevenday cruise and you get a free cruise. How’s that for a productive
use of your time.
Benefit #2: Traveling Companion Cruises Free, Too
Now what’s even more remarkable about this deal, and I just
absolutely love this part of it, is it also includes the enrichment
lecturer getting to bring a traveling companion along who, get this,
also cruises free.
So you could bring along a traveling companion with you
sharing the same cabin and that person pays nothing and has no
work obligations. They don’t have to spend the three or four hours
during that seven days and it’s just a remarkable deal. In fact, I
started doing this in 2002 and have taken two to three cruises every
year bringing along friends and family as my traveling
companions. And let me tell you something, when you’re able to
Order the entire “Speak on Cruise Ships” Program
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take people on free cruises you become a VERY popular family
member or friend.

Benefit #3: Passenger Perks
Here’s another important benefit. You actually cruise as a
passenger, not a crewmember. So you’ll get every other passenger
perk too. That means all the fine dining, all the entertainment, the
maid service, the cabin steward service, everything that every other
passenger gets, you will also get because you are traveling as a
passenger.
Benefit #4: Every Port Day Free &
Only One-Hour Per Day When Ship Is At Sea
Okay. The best part is that enrichment programs are usually
scheduled on sea days. Like I said earlier cruise lines do not need
as much help entertaining passengers when the ship is in port
because all the passengers by and large are off having fun at the
these destinations. Consequently, your only obligation to give a 1hour presentation is on sea days. This means you are free to get
off and go have fun on the port days just like everyone else.
Order the entire “Speak on Cruise Ships” Program
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Pretty cool, huh?
Convinced that cruising free with cruise enrichment programs
is the best thing since the midnight chocolate buffet?
Ready to get started?
Then you need to check out my program Speak on Cruise
Ships
Next let’s explore…

The Top 8 Existing Opportunities For
Anyone to Get Free Cruises
What follows is a brief list of the opportunities that are
available for those who know how-to seize the opportunity. What’s
more, most cruise lines use at least one (and many times all) of the
following list on every single ship, on every single itinerary,
24/7/365. Getting a sense of the magnitude of this opportunity?

Order the entire “Speak on Cruise Ships” Program
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1. ENRICHMENT LECTURER
You could be an enrichment lecturer. This is how I started.
This is basically a speaker that does a presentation on a variety of
different topics. These topics include general interest and
destination driven type presentations.
General interest topics refer to those popular topics you’ll see
on a non-fiction bestseller list. For example, diet, exercise, howto, current events, business and money-making are all somewhere
in top 20 bestsellers as of the day I writing this special report. And
these topics are not likely to change into the future.
On the other hand, destination-driven topics must somehow
relate to a destination of the particular itinerary you are cruising.
For example topics that relate to the history, geography, wildlife,
folklore, and language etcetera of the ports you’ll visit. This is
certainly not an exclusive list. However, destination-driven
programs must always add value to the experience of visiting that
particular destination. By way of example, one of my destination
driven lectures is Cerveza Fria: 60 Minutes to All the Vacation
Spanish You’ll Ever Need. If you are a non-Spanish speaker and
are visiting a Spanish-speaking port then this presentation may be
quite valuable to you.
Being an enrichment lecturer is only one possibility. Now I
want to tell you about the opportunity to lead a class as a…
Order the entire “Speak on Cruise Ships” Program
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2. ARTS AND CRAFTS LEADER
That’s right. You can get on board and be an arts and crafts
leader. The crafts range from simple projects to multi-class highart like watercolor painting and work with charcoal sketching. The
cool thing is that everyone can learn to do a simple craft which can
be taught in an onboard class. So this type of onboard activity
lends itself quite well to someone who is really not an arts and
crafts person normally. Of course, if you enjoy doing crafts this is
a no-brainer, easy-to-do, activity. What’s more if you are
apprehensive to speak in public, teaching an arts and crafts class
might be right up you alley.
Why?
Because when doing an arts and crafts project your audience
will be focused on the craft, not you, the person teaching it. But
the opportunities don’t end there for example you and a traveling
companion can cruise free as a …
3. ONBOARD DANCE INSTRUCTOR
If you have happy feet, know the dances and can teach others
how-to shake their booties then you may want to take advantage of
the opportunity to be an onboard dance instructor. All sorts of
popular and destination specific dances are taught. Think learning
to Samba before visiting Rio. The list continues…
Order the entire “Speak on Cruise Ships” Program
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4. BRIDGE PLAYERS
If you like playing bridge, belong to the various bridge
playing associations then there are ways to cruise free by spending
some time every sea day in the game room playing bridge. Can
you believe that? A free cruise to play cards! And yet there’s
more…
5. GENTLEMAN HOSTS
If you are a more mature male, single with absolutely
impeccable manners the cruise lines have programs to bring folks
like you on board to dance with and escort the unescorted ladies on
dance nights and other events onboard during the cruise.
The payoff?
A free cruise or if you are interested in extended
engagements, you may even get paid plus get free room and board.
But there is still more. Are you computer savvy? …
6. COMPUTER INSTRUCTOR
If you are computer literate cruise lines have all kinds of need
to teach classes on basic computing. Lots of people, particularly
older folks, want to learn how to use computers and don’t have a
clue on how to do it. There is a huge demand for this type of class
onboard. Can you teach basic computing?
But hang on; I have more opportunities to tell you about for
example…
Order the entire “Speak on Cruise Ships” Program
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7. DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY INSTRUCTOR
Much akin to teaching
basic computing is teaching
people how to use the
capabilities of their digital
camera to take and produce
better quality images. Most
people now have digital
cameras but comparatively few
know how-to use them to the
full extent of their capabilities.
Can you teach a few of
the tricks to produce better
digital photographs?
Yes?
Then you could be a hot
onboard resource. And it still
doesn’t end there. In fact you
can cruise free if you can teach a class or present a program
about…
8. THE NEXT HOTTEST POPULAR THING
I want you to think outside the box. If you are an expert in
the next hottest thing then in all likelihood you could cruise free
Order the entire “Speak on Cruise Ships” Program
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teaching whatever that happens to be. That’s how I started.
My first onboard class was in 2002 when I taught something
that was really starting to take off: eBay. My class was a primer
on how to get started selling stuff on eBay. At the time there was
huge buzz about eBay and many people were interested but
apprehensive. Once I figured out how-to approach and sell the
cruise lines my eBay enrichment idea they jumped at the chance.
I hope you’re getting the picture on how you can started
utilizing this great travel opportunity.

The Top 5 Cruise Line Enrichment
Programs
Now, what you have been waiting for. Allow me to
introduce you to the 5 top cruise lines that have enrichment
programs and what they look for….
Cruise Line

What They Are Looking For

Holland America

Currently wants exclusively
destination driven lectures1
Celebrity Cruise Line
Wants all types of lectures
and classes
Royal Caribbean Cruise Line Wants all types of lectures
and classes
Princess Cruise Line
Wants all types of lectures
and classes
Destination driven lectures simply relate somehow to the ports visited on a particular
itinerary, e.g., history of a particular port, etc.
13
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Crystal Cruise Lines

Offers expert instruction in
Arts & Entertainment,
Business & Technology,
Lifestyle & Wellness

This is just a list of the top 5 cruise lines with enrichment
programs. The fact of the matter is there are many, many more
cruise lines with enrichment programs all with a similar quid pro
quo deal (where you staff an activity in exchange for a cruise for
yourself and a traveling companion). Next we’ll cover what it
takes to break in and exploit this wonderful opportunity.
Breaking In
Getting approved to cruise free is tricky. Competition is
fierce and failure is frequent for those that don’t know the
roadblocks and secret trap doors. If you are serious about cruising
free then you must educate yourself to get an edge.
Fortunately, I have done all the hard work for you. I have
discovered the easiest, most efficient ways to get approved to
cruise free and have set out every step in my exclusive program
“Speak On Cruise Ships” .
I have used this system, as have many of my students, to
cruise free. This is a real-deal program. In fact, I feel very
fortunate that many celebrity authors and students alike have
endorsed “Speak on Cruise Ships”.
Order the entire “Speak on Cruise Ships” Program
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The fact of the matter is my program “Speak On Cruise
Ships” is the only program of its kind in the world. You cannot
find this information anywhere else.
So if you are interested in doing (instead of just
daydreaming) then your time has come. I look forward to helping
you achieve your goal.

The Speak On Cruise Ships program is the complete system
you need to succeed. It is a digital ebook/ action guide with over
120 pages and an audio program (mp3) with over 4 hours of in
depth training. Click this link to learn more.

Everything
you need to
succeed as
a cruise
speaker is
right here!

+
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Daniel Hall is just like you. Until he accidentally learned about
cruise ship enrichment programs he had no idea that you could
cruise free by giving onboard presentations or leading activities.
Fortunately, he learned the secrets of being approved by the cruise
lines to cruise free. In fact, he was taking so many free cruises that
friends and colleagues began to ask how he was able to do it.
Because he was spending so much time explaining the process he
finally decided to write it down. Eventually, that effort would
become the critically acclaimed program "Speak on Cruise Ships"
In addition to cruise speaking Daniel has a wide array of interests,
talents and achievements. For example, he holds degrees and
licenses in both law and nursing, having graduated from Texas
Tech University, School of Law and the University of Texas at El
Paso, College of Nursing.
Currently, Daniel earns his living practicing law, speaking and
running multiple online businesses which include:
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Host of the Secret Information Revealed Show
http://www.SecretInformationRevealed.com/
Get great eBay bargains by using the misspelling tool at -http://www.DealzORama.com/spelling.php
Author of the future bestseller "The Ultimate Guide to Second
Chances: Legal Ways to Erase or Hide Your Criminal
Background" http://www.UltimateSecondChance.com/
Hire Daniel to speak for your group –
http://www.DanielHallPresents.com/
Convert spare time into $$$ earning time by taking surveys at http://www.EarnSurveyIncome.com
Daniel loves the sea and happily lives on Oso Bay in Corpus
Christi, Texas with his wife, two sons, and a gorgeous black
standard poodle named “Princess” .
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One More Thing…

Interested in Making Money Selling
“Speak on Cruise Ships” as an affiliate?
Get Your Clickbank Affiliate ID Here
Then…..
Get Your Affiliate Marketing Tools Here
P.S. As an affiliate you will be able to rebrand this report and use it
to make money helping others learn how to take no cost and lowcost cruises.
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